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Coordinators Column

Lori Swihart
One of my favorite quotes I recently found on Pinterest:

“Do you have
some ideas for
the space or
ways to bring in
more visitors?
Cool updates?”

As passionate gardeners we all long for the spring season to begin during
the dreary skies of winter. Daydreaming of new gardens and landscapes is
our escape as we shove our noses into seed catalogs and gardening magazines. While you are in that frame of mind, how about turning your thoughts
to the Learning Garden? Do you have some ideas for the space or ways to
bring in more visitors? Cool updates? New programs or collaborations?
Send me an email with your ideas and thoughts. No ideas too big or too
small. I want them ALL!
I recently stumbled upon a gardening app for your phone or IPAD, Kindle,
Fire, that I must share with all of you. It is called Seed to Spoon and I am
very impressed with the ease of use and the information in this little app! It
is all things vegetable garden related and provides information on pests,
vegetable plant culture, GPS weather map, video links, and even view
plants by the health benefit they provide! I am very impressed and think you
will be too. Give it a look! Here is a look at their blog: https://
www.seedtospoon.net/blog/
As we move forward into 2021, let us all focus on the mission of our program and the impact we can make. As Covid spread in 2020, many turned
to gardening for the first time and have questions and need guidance. We
will need to think outside of the box and come up with ways to continue our
programming in a safe manner. Let's all adopt the OSU Extension creed:

Together, we can make a difference.
Happy Garden Dreaming! Lori
(Cont’d on Pg.3)
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(Coordinator’s Column (Cont’d from Pg. 2)

PLEASE NOTE:
The Licking County Extension Office is currently open by appointment, Monday – Friday, 8:30 a.m. – 4:30
p.m. With reduced staffing in place, all staff will continue to work remotely when not scheduled to be in the
office. Please continue to reach out to us through phone calls, emails and social media contacts. We are
still here and happy to serve you…
Lori's new office number is: 740-618-6334
We currently have 11 new interns for our upcoming class plus four interviews to conduct on Thursday,
January 21. I think we will have a nice size class of 15 full of eager new members. I have invited them to
participate in our Members Meeting on February 3rd. Be sure to show them how friendly we are!!

President’s Column

Kathryn Bierly
What’s New?

By the time January arrives, it feels like all the celebrating in December is over, the New Year is here and there’s nothing new or
exciting left. But did you know, there are new, exciting plants discovered in 2020 by the researchers at the Kew Royal Botanic Gardens of the United Kingdom?

“. . . there are new,
exciting plants
discovered in 2020
by the researchers
at the Kew Royal
Botanic Gardens
of the United Kingdom . . .”

As the website states: This year 156 plant and fungal species were
named as new to science by Kew scientists and partners worldwide.
Among these are some amazing new finds for science, each with
their own unique qualities and potential for humanity. Some have
the potential to be developed into a future food or medicine. However, the bleak reality facing us cannot be underplayed. With two in
five plants estimated to be threatened with extinction, it is a race
against time to find, identify, name, and conserve plants before they
disappear. From the ugliest orchid in the world, to a new toadstool
from Heathrow Airport, discover some of the weird and wonderful
species we've helped to name, with our partners around the
world, in 2020.
(https://www.kew.org/read-and-watch/top-10-species-named-2020)
Among the new finds:
Beautiful Brazilian bromeliad-The group encountered the flower on
a forest-shaded limestone cliff in central Brazil and named
it Acanthostachys calcicola, which means ‘growing on limestone’.
Heathrow Airport fungus-Six new species of webcap toadstool
mushrooms have been named in the UK this year, including Cortinarius heatherae which was discovered along the river on
the boundary of Heathrow airport.
Aloe in the forest-Two new species of Aloe have been found and
named by scientists based in Kew’s overseas office in Madagascar

An incredible 19 new tree-dwelling orchids, all from New Guinea.
Check out the website listed above for photos and more information. When I read the article, I was struck by the fact that even
with all we know about our planet, there are still things to be discovered, plants to be found and new, exciting opportunities everywhere.
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Cactus Confusion

Linda Nash

There seems to be some confusion over what stores may call Christmas Cactus. There are actually three
types sold in our stores which are Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Easter cactus. Below are pictures of each
of mine.
The first is the one that the stores pass off as Christmas cactus but it is actually a Thanksgiving cactus.
The way to tell is to look at the pointed edges. The stems tend to grow upward and then arch. The flowers
face outward from the plant. My Thanksgiving cactus bloomed three times last year. This picture is the
second time so far this year.
The second photo is my actual Christmas cactus. This is a start from my huge one I sold at our 2018 plant
sale. And this is its first bloom. The leaves are a little more rounded with slight indents along the edges.
The stems tend to grow downward and the flowers hang down.
The last picture is the Easter cactus. The leaves are very round with slight dimples on the edges. You will
notice that they have a lot of bristles on the edges of their leaf segments. The flowers on this cactus look
more Starburst when open. I bought two very small plants with beautiful flowers years ago. I ended up
with them in this pot and they have not bloomed since. I was ready to throw them out and all at once they
started growing. So they are on their last chance with me.
Unless you have a Cactus secret I would suggest you purchase Thanksgiving cactus. They just seem to
produce much better.

Thanksgiving Cactus

Christmas Cactus

Easter Cactus
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Planning a Cutting Garden

Linda Bishop

I am certainly not an expert at growing flowers, especially annuals since most of my ‘gardening life’ has
been spent with perennials. However, for the past few years I have spent time growing various flowers in
the cutting garden of our Learning Garden, but not without help. My first cutting garden mentor in the Garden was past Master Gardener Nancy Cullins—the woman knows more about growing seeds than Burpee!
From Nancy I learned to:
 Study seed catalogs to choose annual plants by ‘cutting appeal,’ height, bloom color and bloom time.
 Read seed packages carefully to sequence seed sowing. Some seeds require 10 weeks to germinate
(inside) and thus have seedlings available to transplant in May after the last frost date. Some seeds and
their seedlings only require 6 weeks. Sowing seeds too early means gangly, unhealthy plants that have
trouble recovering. Also, don’t shy away from seeds that are directly sown.

 When ready to plant, pay attention to spacing. Do your plants require to be planted 4” apart or 12”. I do
sometimes crowd a bit but mostly, when the garden has been prepared for planting, I follow a cutting garden design I have made and space accordingly.
Volume XX, Issue 6
 Pick Japanese beetles (who show up in June) off flowers and place them in a prepared container of soapy
water.
 Watch for powdery mildew, especially on zinnias, and only treat them early in the day! Never later. You will
burn the plants!
My second mentor was Bridget Harris who quietly shared her vast knowledge and experience caring for
flowers. She taught me to:
• Choose flower colors and blossoms that appeal to pollinators—who not only make spending time in the
garden lovely but also help keep your flowers healthy. NO double blossoms! Pollinators can’t reach the
pollen.
 Provide support for tall stems. using fencing and ties. Our successfully grown Benary Giant Zinnias (30’-42”
stems) were steadied better when they had a little fencing to lean on and when mid-stems were supported
by tying them to fencing. Even our 18”-24’” gomphrenas grew better behind a low border fence.
 Treat powdery mildew early and often. Some varieties of zinnias are especially susceptible. Sulphur and
copper fungicides can be used to prevent and control powdery mildew. Recipes for natural remedies are
available too although we have not used them.
 Be careful of celosia varieties that ‘return’ to the garden as volunteer plants and can overtake the garden. If the word Amazon is in the name of the seeds, believe it.
 Leave some flowers growing longer in the fall to accommodate bees and butterflies who need them.

If you are planning a cutting garden, here is some of my advice:

• Pick a gardening spot that gets at least 6 hours of sunlight.
• Prepare your bed with composted organic matter (this year we plan to use worm castings).
• Harden off your seedlings before planting them.
• Once planted (or once seedlings get to be 3-4 inches) cover them lightly with mulch to control weeds.
(Cont’d on Page 6)
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Cutting Garden (Cont’d from Pg. 5)

• Don’t be afraid to cut some plants back before they bloom to control the height of flowers that tend to flop
without intervention. For example, some daisy varieties (perennials) might grow to be 4 feet but flop over
as they are blooming. You can avoid this if you cut them back a little once you see buds but before they
flower. You have to wait a bit for new buds, but they will grow back.

 Deadhead flowers that are past their prime. Deadheading encourages new buds.
A cutting garden will provide you with immeasurable hours of gardening pleasure. I have loved my experience. Most importantly, I have loved working with a significant other gardener. Nancy is now working
to keep her own multiple-acre yard full of flowers. She is riotous and fun. I miss her. Now, my friend
Bridget is moving. I am so going to miss her kind, thoughtful and knowledgeable ways so I am sad. But I
hope that one of you will contact me and say—"I’m in. I would like to work with you in the cutting garden
for the Learning Garden.”
Come. Help. I would welcome your enthusiastic partnership. I think partnering in gardening is what
makes being an MGV super special.

Alice’s Artichoke Attempt (AAA)

Alice Schlaegel

Artichokes bear fruit beginning their second year. Northern gardeners attempt to deceive the plant by
planting early in a warm protected environment (the poly house) and then move them outside so they
experience a cool environment. They then act like they are in a second growing year when our summer begins. I wasn’t able to accomplish this so I’m attempting to winter over the plant. In the Fall I
moved the plants to the cold frame. One large plant was left in place and I protected it with hay bales.
I believe the variety I planted is Green Globe. I purchased seed from Fedco Seeds. The plant is a tender perennial. Plants are most productive in the second and third growing season, then they start to
lose vigor. They put out suckers that should be removed unless you want to use it to replace the original plant. hey enjoy consistent moisture. I’ve been opening the cold frame lid of mild rainy days to give
them a nice drink. They like a thick layer of mulch and a top dress of fish emulsion or other high nitrogen fertilizer.
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RVC Plant of the Month

Grizz Smith
BOXWOOD

Boxwood is an evergreen native to Asia and Europe. It was first used by the Egyptians in 4000 B.C. as
formal hedges in their gardens. Boxwoods were introduced to North America in the mid-1600’s and soon
became so popular in formal gardens and topiary sculptures that it became known as the "aristocrat" of the
hedging plants.
With over 160 varieties and hundreds of cultivars, selection of the correct boxwood for your landscape is
important. Size, shape, growth rate, hardiness function and garden design are all factors critical in selecting your boxwoods. Another challenge in selecting boxwoods is that most cultivars are indistinguishable
and once pruned even fewer can be identified. Boxwood flowers are inconspicuous and ornamentally unimportant. The yellow-green flowers bloom in the Spring and emit a pleasant smell attracting a variety of
insects which are responsible for their pollination. Because there is no such thing as an insignificant flower
to our pollinators, Reddington Village's 872 (2017 Plant Inventory) boxwoods are pruned after their maximum flowering period. Boxwoods withstand regular shearing throughout their growing season. However,
DO NOT prune in late Summer/Fall. Late season pruning will not give newly cut tips time to harden to withstand winter die back.
In our landscapes, boxwoods are one of the most versatile shrubs. All too often they are clipped into little
green meatballs when they could just as easily add curves, arches and waves of ornamental design to
your gardens. I prune basal arches into my boxwoods so to allow ample sun and stem support to the three
-foot Gladiator Alliums growing between them. Whatever the use, all boxwoods require a well-drained soil.
They grow best in a wind protected, semi-shade location, although they will take full sun. Boxwoods want
their feet (roots) cool (1 to 2 inches of mulch) BUT keep it back from the plant's base.
Boxwood leaf miner is the most destructive insect pest of boxwood. The larvae of this small orange mosquito-like fly feeds on the tissue between the outer surfaces of the leaves. Their feeding results in visable
blotch shaped blisters (mines) on the leaves from late summer through the following Spring. Treat this infestation with a registered insecticide starting in early Spring. Place some infected leaves in a zip-lock bag
and check daily for small black flies which are developing adults. When none can be found - you can stop
spraying.
Boxwood blight is also commonly found on this plant. This fungal disease is identified by it's light-to-dark
brown circles with dark borders on the leaves. After being infected leaves begin to drop quickly. If observed in the early stages, remove the affected leaves and/or branches if necessary. Apply a fungicide
every 7 to 14 days during the plant's growing season. With both insecticides and fungicides, reapply if it
rains, and remove all infected cuttings from your garden.
Enjoy our boxwoods and I will see you in the gardens. J. "Grizz" Smith
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Recipes From the Past
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Nancy McClary

Lori asked me to include some recipes from a MG cookbook of ours, so below are two from my 2007
cookbook:
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To the Bitter End

Karen Jackson

I’m sitting in my nice warm living room on this chilly January day, procrastinating. The temperatures
have been in the low 40’s for a few days, and I know I should be out in my chilly front garden trying to
get ahead of my newest nemesis, Hairy Bittercress, aka Shotweed, aka Cardamine hirsute. I dread this
invader with an intensity probably equaled by my ancestors in Scotland when those pesty Romans arrived.
I will always remember the fateful day five years ago when I first met this aggravating menace. It was a
beautiful Saturday in May and I was spending a little time cleaning up my front flower bed. Yes, I know,
it was already May, but I was working. Pre-retirement, the month of May was my usual starting time and
I was known to finish planting my front bed in July, sometimes August. Anyway, I saw something green
peeking through the leaves and when I bent over to look closer, something shot into my eye, just like
rice at a wedding! I was flabbergasted! I touched it again, more little rice like things shot out. I looked
around to see if there was anyone in the neighborhood I could drag over to look at this crazy shooting
plant. Of course, there wasn’t a soul around, so I pulled the little bugger up and put it in a zip-lock baggie to take to work Monday and see if anyone knew what this crazy thing was called. After accosting all
my gardening friends, biology teacher friends, and even a couple of people I know with backgrounds in
botany with my little bag of decaying green plant matter, someone directed me to a website where I
could identify noxious plants, https://www.oardc.ohio-state.edu/weedguide. I spent an eventful hour or
so trying to track down this little guy, bright green basal rosette, scalloped leaves that are larger at the
base, tiny white flowers on the ends of 3 to 9 inch stems, and possibly long seedpods, but most importantly seed spitting. I finally tracked down something called Shotweed. I then ran back out of my
office and pestered, I mean, informed all my helpful friends that this crazy stuff is called Shotweed, or
Hairy bittercress. They were all impressed, I’m sure. So began my battles to eliminate this nasty pest
from my garden.
I soon found that eliminating a pest that can spray 100’s of its tiny seeds a couple of feet from the plant
in all directions is more challenging than trying to sweep the floor with a house full of kittens. Every time
I touched those darned things, they would shoot out more seeds. Even though I was just a garden hobbyist, I knew that would not be a good thing!

So, how to deal with this before they take over my front yard, in other words, back to the internet. I
found that Hairy Bittercress can be controlled by either using a broadleaf herbicide after the plant has
sprouted or by pulling the weed which has a long taproot before the seeds ripen. I don’t like to use
herbicides in my garden because it tends to take out everything nearby, not just the weed I’m fighting.
So started my years long campaign to rid the bed of shotweed. To get ahead in controlling the beast,

(Cont;d on Page 13)
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Mason Jar Shortage
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Nancy McClary

I happened to come across this information regarding Mason jars shortage and I thought others would be
interested as we have experienced something similar with our shortage of seeds some have requested
from Fedco.
This article by Kyler Alford, published 10/8/2020 can be found online at https://www.thrillist.com/news/
nation/mason-jar-shortage
We've faced a lot of shortages this year. Toilet paper, Clorox wipes, pepperoni, beef, and serotonin are
just a few of the things that were depleted in the wake of COVID-19. Now, we're facing a new crisis: Mason jars -- those beautiful, versatile, pudgy little glass containers that we've grown to love so dearly - are
low in supply.
If you don't understand the gravity of this issue, let me catch you up. Mason jars have been around since
the 1800s, when John Landis Mason patented the clear, sealable jar to be used for canning purposes. If
you know about intellectual property law, you know that patents expire; as people caught on that Mason's jars were really thrifty and super freaking cute, manufacturers stood by ready to pounce on the
Mason jar design as soon as it was fair game (hence, why most Mason jars say "Ball" or "Kerr" on
them).
Sometime during the 20th century, canning declined in popularity thanks to more modern preservation
methods like freezing. But people were smart and realized that Mason jars could be used for, like, everything. Over the last few decades, with the help of craft stores and platforms like Pinterest, Mason jars
found new life as candle holders, cocktail glasses, wedding centerpieces, party favors, and every mom's
favorite water cup. At some point, we started to forget what Mason jars were originally intended for.
What does this have to do with the current Mason jar shortage? This year, 2020, two decades into
the 21st century, we are having trouble finding Mason jars in stores because so many people are using
them for, I kid you not, canning.
It's the most obvious explanation, yet somehow the least expected .
If you reacted like me, you probably have a lot of questions. Here's what I learned.
What's the point of canning in these modern times?
Canning your own food can be cheaper than buying all of your canned goods at the store in the long run,
plus you can decide exactly what you're jarring. This is useful for people with allergies, people who are
health-conscious, and anyone who likes to know where their food comes from. And you have to admit
it's kind of fun doing things the old-fashioned way.
Why the sudden spike in demand?
As you can imagine, canning requires time and expertise, and not many people have that level of devotion to the craft. COVID-19 changed all that, though. Now, people are home more often, bored more
often, and looking for meaning in the randomest places. So, why not can your own veggies? After
months of quarantining, people have settled into their new canning routines and manufacturers just
weren't prepared for the sudden interest.
Marie Bregg, owner of the online retailer Mason Jar Merchant said that one week in mid-August saw a
600% spike in sales that has yet to take a dip, to give you an idea of how bored people got.
How bad of a shortage are we talking?
Newell Brands, which manufactures the recognizable Ball and Kerr jars, claims that the entire canning
industry has been experiencing demand like never before. "The demand has resulted in supply constraints, extended lead times and recently limited product availability at stores and online," a company
spokesperson said in a statement, according to CNN. Luckily, they have a plan to fix this: "We have increased glass production, found additional lid manufacturers and expanded our pack out locations to
replenish stock as quickly as possible."
In the meantime, people have been forced to get creative, sourcing cans from friends, family, and Canada. Honestly, it's a good thing that weddings and Pinterest-inspired parties aren't really happening right
now. Let's just say that.
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Learning Garden in Winter

Phil Metzler

We have all seen the Learning Garden at its best in July during the Open House. Below are multiple
photos of the garden while it is at rest during the winter. I took the pics on a cloudy January 8 th 2021.
Enjoy!

Outside View - Right Side

Outside view – from rear

(Cont’d on Pg. 12)
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Learning Garden (Cont’d from Pg. 11)

Outside view – left side

Inside view – from rear
(Cont’d on Pg.13)
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LCMGV Officers

Learning Garden ((Cont’d from Pg. 12)

Coordinator:
Lori Swihart
President:
Kathryn Bierley
Vice President: Brenda Fenton
Secretary:
Karen Jackson
Treasurer:
Mary Beth Mathews

Visit Our Website!

www.licking.osu.edu
Pantry Garden
OSU Extension embraces human diversity
and is committed to ensuring that all educational programs conducted by Ohio State
University Extension are available to clientele on a nondiscriminatory basis without
regard to race, color, age, gender, identity
or expression, disability, religion, sexual
orientation, national origin, or veteran status. Keith L. Smith, Associate Vice President of Agricultural Administration and Director, OSU Extension. TDD No. 800-5898292 (Ohio only) or 614-292-1868
If you have questions concerning access
or wish to request a sign language interpreter or accommodations for a disability,
please contact OSU Extension - Licking
County at 740-670-5315 or by email
at: lick@postoffice.ag.ohio-state.edu. OSU
Extension does not endorse any particular
product, service or company. The mention

Bitter End (Cont’d from Pg. 9)

weeding must be done early in the season, before the seeds have had a
chance to mature and arm themselves. If a gardener doesn’t get them early,
they may just be adding to the spread.
Unfortunately, by May they’re all armed and ready to shoot at the slightest
sign of aggression from a desperate gardener, or a bird landing nearby, or a
breeze… That first year I tried to cup my hands around the plants as I pulled
them to limit dispersal of the projectiles. Apparently that didn’t help too much,
because later that summer there were more plants. I don’t even want to talk
about the next spring. But I learned that if I got into the garden on a warm day
in January and February and March, and probably March again, by April there
might be less Hairy bittercress in my garden. Which is why, even though it is
January and I don’t have my seed order in yet, I should be out checking for
that nasty enemy of mine, Hairy Bittercress.

January
Kathy Kern 2nd
Linda Mash 6th
Diana RowLee 6th
Scott Robinson 15th
Carol Anderson 17th (intern)
Nan Darrough 19th
Jane Onspaugh 20th
Todd Deavers 24th (intern)
Tammie Hedglin 25th
Jo Walters 28th

February
Amie Walter 6th
Victoria Kahn 17th
Dana Harris 18th (intern)
Lizz Stearns 19th (intern)
Lauri Morgan 22nd
Cheryl Campbell 24th
Linda Coppler 26th

